Gene conversion (recombination) mediates expansions of CTG[middle dot]CAG repeats.
Genetic recombination is a robust mechanism for expanding CTG.CAG triplet repeats involved in the etiology of hereditary neurological diseases (Jakupciak, J. P., and Wells, R. D. (1999) J. Biol. Chem. 274, 23468-23479). This two-plasmid recombination system in Escherichia coli with derivatives of pUC19 and pACYC184 was used to investigate the effect of triplet repeat orientation on recombination and extent of expansions; tracts of 36, 50, 80, and 36, 100, and 175 repeats in length, respectively, in all possible permutations of length and in both orientations (relative to the unidirectional replication origins) revealed little or no effect of orientation of expansions. The extent of expansions was generally severalfold the length of the progenitor tract and frequently exceeded the combined length of the two tracts in the cotransformed plasmids. Expansions were much more frequent than deletions. Repeat tracts bearing two G-to-A interruptions (polymorphisms) within either 171- or 219-base pair tracts substantially reduced the expansions compared with uninterrupted repeat tracts of similar lengths. Gene conversion, rather than crossing over, was the recombination mechanism. Prior studies showed that DNA replication, repair, and tandem duplication also mediated genetic instabilities of the triplet repeat sequence. However, gene conversion (recombinational repair) is by far the most powerful expansion mechanism. Thus, we propose that gene conversion is the likely expansion mechanism for myotonic dystrophy, spinocerebellar ataxia type 8, and fragile X syndrome.